The NP-hard problem addressed in this paper is well known in the scheduling literature as Rl( C,,,. We propose lower bounds based on Lagrangian relaxations and additive techniques. We then introduce new cuts which eliminate infeasible disjunctions on the cost function value, and prove that the bounds obtained through such cuts dominate the previous bounds. These results are used to obtain exact and approximation algorithms. Computational experiments show that they outperform the most effective algorithms from the literature.
Introduction
Given n jobs Jj (j = 1,. . .,n) and m machines h4, (i = 1,. . . ,m) , let pij be the processing time of job Jj if it is assigned to machine Mi. No machine can process two jobs at the same time. Once the processing of a job on a machine has started, it must be completed on that machine without interruption. We consider the problem of assigning each job to one machine so that the maximum completion time (makespan) C max is minimized.
By using the standard three-field classification of the scheduling theory (see e.g. Lawler et al. [lo] ), the problem is denoted as RIIC,,,. We will assume that processing times j?ij are finite positive integers. The problem is known to be NP-hard in the strong sense, since the special case where plj = pj (i = 1,2,. . .,m), i.e. PlIC,,,, is known to be such (see Garey and Johnson [4] ). Approximation algorithms have been given by Horowitz and Sahni [7] , Ibarra and Kim [8] , De and Morton [2] , Davis and Jaffe [l] , Potts [15] , Lenstra et al. [ll] , and Hariri and Potts [6] . Recently, Palekar et al. [14] have proposed lower bounds for the problem, while van de Velde [ 161 has presented approximation and exact algorithms.
In Section 2 we present lower bounds based on Lagrangian relaxations and additive techniques. We also introduce new cuts which eliminate infeasible disjunctions on the cost function value, and prove that the bounds obtained through such cuts dominate the previous bounds. Approximation algorithms producing upper bounds are presented in Section 3. These results are used in Section 4 to obtain a branch-and-bound algorithm for the exact solution of the problem. The algorithms presented are experimentally evaluated in Section 5.
Lower bounds
In this section we analyze different ways for computing lower bounds on the optimal solution value. An immediate lower bound can be obtained by determining, for j = 1,. . . , n, pminj = mini{pij}.
Since the total processing time cannot be less than cJ=i pminj, a valid lower bound on C,,, is L' = k 2 pminj .
i 1 j=l
Since each job must be scheduled, a second obvious bound is L" = max{pminj}, so a valid lower bound on C,, is Lo = max(L', L").
Linear programming relaxation
Let us formulate the problem as C max = min z
subject to 2 xii = 1 (j = l,...,n), if Jj is processed by A4i, 0 otherwise.
The continuous relaxation obtained by replacing (4) with 0 <Xii < 1, i.e., because of 
i=l which ensure that the solution value corresponds to a solution in which no split job is processed in parallel. We note that constraint (7), for a given j, is not necessary if (2), (4) is immediately solved by determining, for j = 1,. . . , n,
and setting Xi(j),j = 1, Xi,j = 0 for i # i(j). Since the solution does not change if (4) is replaced by (6), the problem has the integrality property, so (see Geoffrion [5] ) the best lower bound, has the same value as LLP. However, as will be seen in Section 5, good values of the multipliers can be obtained very quickly through subgradient optimization. The second Lagrangian relaxation of model (l)-(4) is obtained by dualizing (2) through a vector rc = (rtj) of multipliers:
This problem has no particular structure. For any fixed positive integer value of z, however, it decomposes into m independent O-l knapsack problems of the form, for (j E J-).
The resulting solution value is then

LLi(71, Z). j=l i=l
Since the optimal z value is unknown, a valid lower bound on C,,, can be determined as the minimum Lz(n,z) value over all feasible z values, i.e.,
where ZL and zu are any lower and upper bound on C,,,,,. It is worth noting that the knapsack problem is NP-hard, hence the computation of Lz(rc) may require nonpolynomial computing time. It is known, however, that most instances of this problem can be solved efficiently through branch-and-bound algorithms (see e.g. Martello and Toth [12] ). Hence, the best lower bound we can obtain from this relaxation is
Additive bounds
Let P = min { cx : x E F} be any optimization problem with linear objective function and assume that a procedure is known which produces a lower bound value 6 together with an array C>O of residual costs. It has been proved by Fischetti and Toth [3] that if 6+Cx<cx for any x E F,
then 6 + minxER Cx is a lower bound for P, for any R 2 F.
Consider the standard form of the LP relaxation to (l)-(4). The costs are CO = 1 for variable Z, cij = 0 for variables Xij (i = 1,. . . , m; j = 1,. . . , n), and ci = 0 for the slack variables Si (i = 1,. . . , m) associated with (3). The solution producing lower bound 6 = zip has reduced costs CO = 0, Cij 2 0 and Ci > 0, which clearly satisfy (13) 
si 3 0 and integer
where ZL > LLP and zt~ are any lower and upper bound on Cm,. Note that the additional constraint (15), which can obviously be imposed, avoids the trivial solution z = 0, xij = 0 and si = 0 for all i and j. Also observe that imposing the integrality of Si is not restrictive, since, at the optimum, z can only assume integer values. The resulting problem,
i=l subject to (14)- ( 17) can be decomposed, for each prefixed value of z, into m independent knapsack problems with equality constraint, hence it can be solved in a way similar to that used for Lz(n). Let LLp = [zip + 21 denote the additive bound obtained. The above technique can also be used to improve 6 = L,(A) = cJxl Ai(j)pi(j),j, for any given vector I of nonnegative multipliers satisfying (9). If we consider the standard form of the problem, the costs CO, cij and ci are the same as in the LP relaxation, and it can easily be verified that the residual costs Fs = 0, Cij = lipij -;li(j)pi(j),j (i = 1,. . . ,WZ; j = 1,. . . ,TZ) and Ci = lli (i = 1,. . . , m) satisfy (13). We can thus obtain an improved bound L;(I) in the same way as indicated for LLP. Let L; denote the additive lower bound value obtained for the optimal il multipliers, and observe that Lf = Lip.
Improving bounds through cuts on disjunction
In this section we show a bound improvement obtained by adding a cut which eliminates infeasible disjunctions on the cost function value. This leads to a general method for improving lower bounds L which are computed as where, in our case, L can be L2(7c), L&, or Lf, while L(z), denoting the corresponding lower bound value for a prefixed z, is L2(7c,z), L&,(z) or L;(z), respectively. Proof. Suppose L is obtained by disjunction, i.e., through
a one-level branch-decision tree in which each node imposes a different z value between ZL and ZU. Any node for which the lower bound computation gives L(z) > z obviously corresponds to an infeasible branching, hence it can be fathomed. A valid lower bound is thus given by the minimum bound of a nonfathomed node, i.e., L = min{L(z) : ZL < z 6 zu and L(z) < z}.
Now observe that the optimal solution value can only be a value of z corresponding to a nonfathomed node, so in (20) we can replace L(z) by z, thus obtaining (19).
To prove that z dominates L it is enough to observe that: (i) L" is obtained by adding
The improvement given by Theorem 1 is shown in Fig. 1 .
The value of L can be determined through binary search, since we can easily prove that L(z) -z is monotonous stepwise decreasing. Consider for example La(n). We have by definition L2( 71,~ + 1) = z + 1 -CT=, nj -~~=I LLi(x,z + 1); so, by considering the knapsack problems corresponding to z + 1 and z, LZ(TC,Z + 1) <z + 1 -cy=, EjCr!, LLi(qz) = 1 + Lz(n,z) hence Lz(n,z + 1) -(z + l)<L2(7t,z) -2. Monotonicity for Ltp and Lt can also be proved quite easily. We will denote with ~Z(Z), EL, and 1; the bounds obtained by improving Lo. LfP and Ly, respectively. The lower bound improving LZ is then & = rnax,[z2(7r)l.
Comparison of bounds
We have seen in Section 2.2 that L ~_p = L1. It is clear from Section 2.3 that L&, >LLP -and Lf >LI. From Section 2.4 we have & BL;,, zy >Lf and L2 >Lz. At the end of Section 2.3 we have obtained L&, = Lf (from which one has Ly ELI); similar arguments show that &, = zy.
We will now prove that Lip d LZ and & <&. Consider the continuous relaxation of ~llCIn,X written in standard form, i.e., problem (I), (2), (14), (6), and let rc; (j = 1 , . . . , n) and AL! (i = 1,. . . , m) be the optimal dual variables associated with constraints (2) and (14), respectively.
We will first establish the relation Lt,(z) 6 L2(7c*,z), where LtP(z) denotes the additive bound obtained with linear programming reduced costs by keeping z constant in constraints (14)- ( 17). By using the values of reduced costs CO = 1 -Cz, AZ7 = 0, Cij = r$ + n,!pij, Ci = A,?, one obtains J?LP(Z) = ZLP + min 2 7CT 2 Xij j=l i=l subject to (14), (16) and (17). (j = l,...,n).
By observing that W(n*) = Cy=, V;(n*), we have LLr(z) = L2(7c*,z).
The result Ltp < L2 is then obtained by taking the minimum according to z:
Furthermore, from Ltp(z)=L2(7r*,z) we obtain &= [L~(rc*)] < max,[z2(n)l =z2. The overall dominance relations among the various bounds can thus be summarized as follows:
Observe that the above relations refer to bounds computed by using the optimal multipliers. In practice, it is often impossible to obtain such values, and one has to use "good" multipliers determined through iterative techniques, which no longer guarantee the dominances. It is thus convenient, in such cases, to compute not only tz, but also the other bounds (as is done in Sections 3 and 4).
Approximation algorithms
Our approximation algorithm is based on procedure TARGET which, given a turget value T, attempts to determine a feasible solution of value zh d T. When this fails, the procedure heuristically determines a feasible solution having a small value zh > T. If the final za value is not equal to L, the solution is improved through local exchanges. The exchange procedure works in two phases. In the first, all pairs of jobs assigned to different machines are considered and a one-to-one exchange is performed whenever it does not increase the completion times of the two machines. In the second phase, all jobs assigned to a machine producing the current solution value are scanned and, for each of them, all jobs assigned to a different machine are considered:
the one-to-one exchange is performed whenever the resulting completion time of both machines is below the current solution value. The time complexity of the exchange procedure is clearly 0(n2). Since the number of calls to TARGET is bounded by tx, the overall time complexity of APPROX is 0(a(n2m)), i.e., 0(n2m) for any constant CI. Different approximate solutions can be obtained by varying, in procedure TARGET, the rule for computing scores and/or penalties. Computational experiments indicated that the following rules also produce good solutions: It is also worth trying a different exchange procedure, obtained by altering the first phase as follows. Let C,, Cb denote the current completion times for the two machines considered, and c,, cb the completion times resulting from the possible exchange: the exchange is performed if max(C,,Cb)< max (C,,Cb) and ??a +cb<(Ca + Cb).
In our implementation of algorithm APPROX, procedure TARGET is called five times for each value of T (once for each rule), the best solution being taken. Both versions of the exchange procedure are then executed.
A branch-and-bound algorithm
The results of the previous sections have been used to obtain a branch-and-bound algorithm for the exact solution of RllC,,.
At the root node, an approximate solution is determined through algorithm APPROX and other heuristics (as will be seen in Section 4.1). A lower bound on the optimal solution value is computed as L = max(Lc,Li, q,&), by using the best multipliers 2 and rc obtained through standard subgradient optimization techniques, halted after a prefixed number of iterations. If the approximate solution is not optimal, a depth-first search is performed in which, at each decision node, a local lower bound is computed as max(ls, Lr ,c) (since the computation of Ez generally gives good results, but requires high computing times) and dominance criteria (as will be seen in Section 4.2) are applied. If the node cannot be fathomed, a free (not scheduled) job .+ is selected for branching and assigned, in turn, to all its feasible machines. The selection of + is based on the residual costs Cij = Aipij -;li(j)pi(j),j produced by the best I multipliers (see Section 2.3) and on the number of feasible machines. Let z denote the incumbent solution value and C', the current completion time of machine Mi: the set of feasible machines for job 3 is 
z} .
The branching job is the one for which where 01 and 02 are prefixed parameters, is a maximum over all free jobs. Job .Q is assigned to the machines in l+ in order of increasing reduced cost values Cij*. Whenever a better incumbent solution is found, the exchange procedure of Section 3 is applied in both versions.
Root node
If the approximate solution of value za obtained by APPROX is not optimal (i.e., za > L), a different (and computationally more expensive) heuristic approach is attempted, based on the iterated solution of bottleneck generalized assignment problems.
Given nonnegative integer values qij, rij and ai (i = 1,. . . , m; j = 1,. . . , n), the bottleneck generalized assignment problem (BGAP) is min max { qijXij} i,j subject to 2 xv = 1 
By comparison with model (l)-(4)
of RllC,,, we see that the existence of a feasible solution (xii) to a BGAP with rij = pij, ai = 6 and qu = K (any constant) for all i and j, implies that (Xii) is a feasible solution to R(IC,,,,, of value z <6. RllC,,, can thus be solved exactly by determining, through binary search between L and za, the minimum 6 value for which the associated BGAP is feasible. Such an approach would not be effective, since BGAP is NP-hard, but we can obtain a suboptimal solution by finding, in polynomial time, approximate solutions to the associated BGAPs. This is done in an algorithm APPROXBGAP, by applying the branch-and-bound procedure MTB-GAP of Martello and Toth [13] , halted after a prefixed number r of decision nodes. On output from MTBGAP(B,r,flag, y), flag has value 1 if and only if a feasible solution has been found, while y gives the number of decision nodes explored. When flag # 1 and y < r, we know that no feasible solution of value 6 or less exists, so the lower bound L is set to 6 + 1.
If the solution found by APPROXBGAP is not optimal, the problem instance is reduced by increasing each pij value to the actual resource requirement implied by the assignment of 4 to A4i. The subgradient procedure for zz and APPROXBGAP are then re-executed with a higher number of iterations. The root node can be summarized by the following steps. (After each step (but 3), the values of z (incumbent solution value) and/or L (best lower bound value) can be improved: hence, if z = L the execution is obviously halted.)
(1) Execute algorithm APPROX of Section 3, determining an initial solution of value z and a lower bound L = max(Ls, Ll, ET,&) . The subgradient optimization processes used for determining good multipliers are halted after /ii iterations for L1, and after L7i iterations for 1~.
(2) Execute algorithm APPROXBGAP with r = ri. 
Fathoming criteria
At any decision node the computation of a local lower bound is preceded by evaluation of the following dominance criterion.
Let + be the branching job, and K the set of jobs scheduled on the ascendent decision nodes. For any 4 E K let i(j) be the machine on which 4 is scheduled, and Ci(j) the current completion time of such machine. Let i(j* ) be the feasible machine on which + must be scheduled, and Ci(j*, the resulting completion time. Then for any 3 E K, if an interchange with & does not increase Ci(j*, nor Ci(j), i.e., Pi(jhja Pi(j) ,j* and Pi(j* ),j* 3 Pi(j* ),j, (22) then the assignment of $ to i(j*) is dominated, since a better solution can be obtained from the decendants of the decision node assigning Jj to i( j* ). If both conditions in (22) are satisfied with equality, the two nodes dominate each other, so we keep the one assigning the job with smallest index to the machine with smallest index.
If the node is not fathomed by the criterion above, a local reduction is performed, through (21), by using for Ci the current completion times, and for L and Ll the values computed for the father node. A local lower bound value is then computed as max(Lo,Li ,q) by initializing the d multipliers to the final values obtained for the father node, and performing a maximum of & iterations.
Computational experiments
The branch-and-bound algorithm of the previous section was coded in Fortran and computationally tested on a Digital VAXstation 3100/30. The solution of the knapsack problems required for the lower bounds computation was obtained through program MTl, whose listing is included in the diskette accompanying the book by Martello and A first series of computational experiments was performed on the same class of random test problems used by van de Velde [16] , i.e. by generating the processing times from the uniform distribution [ 10, 1001. Table 2 S. Martello et al. IDiscrete Applied Mathematics 75 (1997) The first two columns in section MST-exact of Table 1 give, for different values of n and m, the average number of decision nodes and the average CPU time (expressed in seconds) spent by the algorithm of the previous section for finding the exact solution, computed over ten problem instances. The columns in section vdV-exact give the same information for the van de Velde algorithm, as reported in van de Velde [16] ; these results were obtained by a C program on a computer. According to the Matlab Linpack benchmark and to our experience, the VAXstation 3100/30 is about two times faster than the Compaq-386120. The van de Velde results were obtained by limiting the number of nodes to a maximum of lo5 for each instance, our results by limiting it to a maximum of + 10 5. For the cases where the limit was reached, the value of T) with those presented by van de Velde. The percentage errors of algorithm APPROX are computed (as is usual) with respect to the optimal solution value or, when this is not available, to the best lower bound computed by the branch-and-bound algorithm at the root node. The percentage errors in column vdV-approx have been extracted from van de Velde [ 161 and give, in each entry, the best average error obtained by one of the algorithms he has experimented. These errors, however, have been computed in an anomalous way since, for the instances for which the optimal solution was not available, the approximate solution was compared with the "best-known solution". As a result, for such situations, the errors of the van de Velde algorithm are lower bounds on the true errors (this is indicated in the table by the symbol a), while the errors of algorithm APPROX are upper bounds on the true errors. In column vdV-approx we do not give the percentage errors for the cases where the branch-andbound algorithm was not run by van de Velde (symbol -in Table l ), as they are clearly not significant: the worse the best-known solution, the better the approximation algorithm behavior. The average running times of the duality-based approximation algorithm are not reported in van de Velde [ 161, where it is simply said that the instances with up to n = 100 required one or two seconds, those with n = 200 about 10 seconds. The table shows that the running times of APPROX are slightly higher, but the errors are significantly better (by one order of magnitude for the instances with m > 3). In Table 2 we report (with the same notations used in Table 1 ) computational results obtained by our exact and approximation algorithms for two more difficult and realistic data generations. The first columns refer to instances obtained by generating the processing times from the uniform distribution [lo, lOOO] . We denote this kind of instances (as well as those used for Table 1 ) as uncorrelated. The last columns of Table 2 refer instead to correlated processing times, obtained by perturbating data sets corresponding to the case of uniform machines (QIICmax) as follows. We first generate the speed si of each machine Mi (i = 1,. . . , m) as a random integer from the uniform distribution [5, lo] , and the length ,$ of each job Jj (j = 1,. . . , n) as a random integer from the uniform distribution [25, 250] ; the processing times are then generated as with r uniformly random in [-0.2,0.2], i.e. by summing or subtracting a random percentage between 0 and 20 to the processing times we would obtain for an instance of QlIGax. The results show that the range [lo, lOOO] produces instances considerably more difficult to solve exactly than the range [ 10, 1001, while correlation seems not to Table 3 
